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1. Equities 

1.1 UK 

Global equity markets struggled in January, in reaction to the spread of the deadly coronavirus. The 
FTSE 100 Index, which measures the share prices of the UK’s largest businesses, ended the month down 
3.3%. The pound showed resilience however, despite slipping late in January amid renewed no-deal 
Brexit fears. The Bank of England’s Monetary Policy Committee voted to hold the interest rate at its 
current level. 
 
The emergence of the coronavirus dominated global headlines. The World Health Organisation declared 
the outbreak – first identified in the Chinese city of Wuhan on 31 December – a global health emergency. 
Both the spread and the extent of the economic impact remains unclear. Domestically-focused markets 
with reduced exposure to overseas activities have so far fared better than those with a higher 
dependence on international trade. 
 
Concerns were raised surrounding Boris Johnson’s decision to allow Huawei, the Chinese technology 
giant, to build part of the UK’s 5G network. The government’s decision to allow the use of Huawei 
equipment, albeit restricted to ‘non-core’ parts of the network, is a product of the 4G infrastructure 
inherited. 
 
Meanwhile, data indicated that the UK retail sector is showing signs of strain, with sales falling for the 
first time in 24 years in 2019. This comes on the back of over 50,000 job cuts in the last three months 
of 2019, following weakened demand during the festive period. However, the latest figures from the 
Office for National Statistics paints a brighter picture; a record 32.9 million people are currently in 
employment in the UK, boosted by an increase in the number of women in full-time work. 
 

Summary 

UK stock market slips in January 

Huawei 5G network deal approved 

Rise in full-time female workers boosts employment 
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1.2 US 

Investors started the year in buoyant mood, as US equities made strong gains on the back of the phase-
one trade agreement. However, the final week of January was dominated by the outbreak of the 
coronavirus in China. 
 
The price of crude dropped sharply on concerns that global growth would falter. 
 
S&P Global Ratings, the credit rating agency, warned that if the situation worsened considerably the 
disease could knock over 1% off China’s economic growth in 2020. And this after its worst year for growth 
since the early 1990s 
 
Equity markets reacted by selling off. Haven assets such as the US dollar rallied. The broad US equity 
market return for the month was flat, but was better than most other major markets. 
 
The fourth-quarter earnings reports so far have the utilities, banks and technology companies delivering 
the biggest increases. With their strong earnings growth and with risk aversion rising towards the month 
end, utilities were the best performing sector. Information technology and bank were next in line after 
they too delivered well received earnings growth. The weak crude price and global growth concerns 
weighed on the both materials and energy sectors. 
 
Economic news this month was solid. US economic growth for 2019 was a steady 2.1%, a reasonable but 
unspectacular outcome. 
Surveys on manufacturing and the services sectors painted contrasting pictures. The latter expanding, 
while manufacturing continued to struggle. Given the importance of the consumer to the US economy, 
a sharp rise in consumer confidence signalled it is well underpinned. Elsewhere, the Federal Reserve 
kept rates on hold, which was not a surprise given signs showing the economy is moving in the right 
direction. 
 
Summary 

Markets sells off on fears of the impact of coronavirus on global growth 

Earnings season above expectation but lower than long-term average 

Interest rates kept on hold as economy is looking solid 
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1.2 Europe 
 
European equity markets got off to a lacklustre start in 2020. The FTSE World Europe (ex UK) fell 0.96% 
over the month. Hungary and Austria were among the worst-performing countries, while stocks trading 
in Portugal and Ireland did well. At the sector level, oil & gas companies fell the furthest, while utilities 
bucked the general trend, putting in a solid performance. 
 
Economic data from the Eurozone was mixed. The region’s gross domestic product growth slumped to 
just 0.1% in the final three months of 2019, its weakest level since 2013. Contractions in the French and 
Italian economies dragged the overall figure down, despite more positive figures from Spain and 
Belgium. 
 
Meanwhile, Germany, the currency bloc’s manufacturing engine, showed signs of improvement in its 
private sector. The ‘flash’ reading of IHS Markit’s composite purchasing managers’ index (PMI) was 
51.1. Being above the 50-level, it indicates expansion in Germany’s services and manufacturing sectors. 
And while Germany’s rate of inflation increased in January, it stayed below the European Central Bank’s 
(ECB) target. The monetary authority’s January meeting was Christine Lagarde’s second at the helm. 
While its governing council left Eurozone interest rates unchanged, it also launched its first strategic 
review since 2003. The review is set to determine whether the ECB’s inflation objective is still 
appropriate. 
 
Finally, the European Commission announced details of its ‘European Green Deal’. This involves a €100 
billion package to fund renewable and sustainable investment. And this is just the first step: over the 
next decade, the Commission is targeting a total investment of €1 trillion. The aim of these measures 
is to make the European Union carbon-neutral by 2050 – and to compensate the losers of the transition 
away from a carbon-based economy. 
 
Summary 

European shares fall in January 

Economic growth slows 

European Green deal launches 
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1.4 Other regional equities 

Asian and emerging markets made a disappointing start to 2020, as concerns about China’s coronavirus 
outbreak weighed on sentiment. Rising tensions between the US and Iran earlier in the month was also 
a negative. These factors swamped any gains made following the US and China ‘phase-one’ trade deal 
early in January. 
 
All eyes were on the Middle East after the US killed Iran’s top general, Qasem Soleimani, by air-strike. 
Markets rapidly retreated, while the price of oil soared. In the event, Iran’s response was relatively 
measured (it bombed a US base, with zero casualties). President Trump, for his part, de-escalated the 
situation in a televised address. Markets rebounded in response. 
 
Thereafter, risk appetite evaporated after the World Health Organisation declared the coronavirus an 
“epidemic”. Having started in the Hubei province, the virus has spread to 23 countries and tragically 
claimed over 360 lives. It is also starting to weigh on economic activity, with many companies reporting 
disruptions to supply chains. Chinese markets were closed from 23 January until 3 February due to the 
extended Lunar New Year. Unsurprisingly, the A- share index plunged 9% on the first day of trading. 
 
A number of Latin American stocks slumped, as China is one of the region’s largest export markets. 
Mexican shares and the peso also tumbled as data revealed the economy contracted for the first time 
in a decade last year. 
 
Japanese stocks came under pressure, given its close trade links with China. Foreign investors were 
notable sellers. The Topix had already struggled and the yen surged earlier in the month as investors 
sought ‘haven’ assets in the wake of US-Iran aggression. An elevated yen is a negative for Japanese 
exporters. 
 
It wasn’t all bad news, with Australia and New Zealand finishing ahead in January. The former was able 
to shake off coronavirus worries and its bushfire crisis, helped by robust corporate results. Technology, 
healthcare and consumer staples were the standout sectors. 
 
Summary 

Stocks retreat on coronavirus fears 

The US and China agree a ‘phase-one’ trade deal 

Australia and New Zealand stocks a rare positive 
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2. Bonds 

Government bond markets rallied strongly over the month as a whole, and the move was particularly 
notable from 20 January. Then, fears over the coronavirus outbreak in China encouraged a ‘flight to 
safety’, with investors abandoning risky assets in favour of government debt. 
 
The benchmark 10-year US Treasury yield closed the month at a three-month low of 1.50%. The UK 10-
year yield fell by 20 basis points to close January at 0.52%. Bond yields are negatively correlated with 
prices, meaning prices rose over the month. 
 
Meanwhile, German 10-year yields moved to their lowest level since October at -0.47%, pushing them 
even more firmly into negative territory. Indeed, negative-yielding debt globally amounts to more than 
$13trn. While this is still less than September last year, when $17trn of bonds yielded less than zero, 
the total grew by more than $2trn in the last 10 days of January. 
 
By contrast, at the beginning of the month, all of the background news had been pushing yields higher. 
China and the US looked closer to resolving their trade dispute, the UK general election in December 
settled the endless debates about Brexit, and Eurozone economic data was better than expected. 
Between the start of the year and 20 January, the US 10-year Treasury yield had risen from 1.71% to 
1.92%. 
 
Corporate bond spreads were also focusing on the positive economic news. Sterling credit spreads 
tightened by around 7 basis points to the best level of the month, again around 20 January. The move 
was led by UK names continuing their recovery, in particular insurance and utility entities. However, 
after the scale of China’s coronavirus outbreak became apparent, the market mood changed 
dramatically. Investors looked at its potential effect on global growth prospects, resulting in the 
aforementioned movement in core government bond yields. 
 
Due to the large moves in government bonds, total returns in January for sterling corporate bonds were 
very strong at 2.96%. However, even compared to the move in government bonds, credit had a good 
month with an excess return over governments in sterling of 0.67%. 
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3. Property 

Total returns for All Property were weaker in 2019 at 2.1%, according to the MSCI Monthly Index. Capital 
values fell by 2.9% during the year. But the sectors performed in a now familiar pattern. The retail 
sector returned -6.5%, with values declining by more than 12% in the calendar year. The industrial sector 
and the small residential sample in that index delivered returns of 7.3% and 6.6% respectively. Office 
values were broadly flat, giving a total annual return of 5.1%, which was just ahead of alternatives at 
4.9%. Shopping centres remained in the eye of the retail storm, with values falling for their 46th 
consecutive month. 
 
The Christmas period produced a wide range of winners and losers. The Office for National Statistics 
(ONS) reported a 0.7% rise in seasonally adjusted sales (excluding fuel) for December, compared with 
the same month in 2018. While positive at a headline level, the number masks a 0.5% fall in sales at 
non-food stores and a 0.3% fall in food store sales. This suggests that volumes declined predominantly 
in the physical store sales channel, while online sales accounted for the growth. 
 
Investor sentiment has improved since the general election, but the constant demand for prime, long-
let assets continues to suggest a cautious approach to risk. Poorer-quality assets remain out of favour, 
while newer, higher-quality, prime assets are still in demand. 
Investors view prime assets as more likely to defend rental values from the cyclical and structural 
challenges that lie ahead. 
 
CoStar reported that office sales in central London reached £4.9 billion in the fourth quarter of 2019. 
This suggested that renewed investor sentiment helped transaction volumes to bounce back a little. In 
December alone, there were £2.6 billion worth of deals. This signalled improving confidence following 
the conclusive election result. But despite the late flurry of transactions, the full-year total for offices 
still fell to its lowest level since 2011. Investment volumes for offices were down 36% on the previous 
year at just £11.3 billion. 
 
Despite increased levels of optimism in the market, the election result does not materially alter our 
outlook. Brexit continues to loom large and is a likely source of uncertainty in 2020. We expect the UK’s 
future trading relationship with the EU to remain critical to the outlook for UK real estate. 
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4. Commodities 
 
On the whole, commodity prices fell during January. The move was reflected by the S&P GSCI global 
commodity index, which dropped 10.87% over the month. 
 
Oil was one of the biggest losers over the month. The price fell sharply on fears that restrictions on 
travel due to the emerging coronavirus would curb Chinese demand for fuel. The worries were enough 
to overcome the oil price surge that took place in early January. Then, commodities traders believed 
that escalating tensions between the US and Iran could act to curtail global supply. The price per barrel 
of Brent crude fell 12.19%, ending the month at $58.23. 
Copper and other metals prices also moved lower over the month, again due to fears that the coronavirus 
will severely dent demand from China. 
 
Conversely, the price of gold moved higher. By the end of the month, the price per Troy ounce had 
climbed 4.35% to $1,586.70. Often, investors view gold as an attractive alternative when their 
confidence in riskier assets (such as shares) is low. 
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5. Currencies 
 
The British pound strengthened against the euro in January, but weakened against the US dollar and the 
yen. 
 
The US and Japanese currencies are considered to be defensive currencies, and both gained ground 
towards the end of the month as investors worried about the impact of China’s coronavirus outbreak on 
the global economic outlook. The Swiss franc, another ‘haven’ currency, also strengthened. 
 
Another contributory factor to sterling weakness was the growing speculation towards the end of the 
month that the Bank of England was set to cut interest rates at the end of January. (In the event, the 
Bank’s Monetary Policy Committee decided to leave rates unchanged.) 
 
Elsewhere, the offshore renminbi, which trades in major hubs outside mainland China, dropped below 
a key level – Rmb7 to the US dollar – for the first time in 2020. 
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6. IMPORTANT INFORMATION 

The value of investments and the income from them can go down as well as up and you may get back 
less than the amount invested. 

If you are unsure about the suitability of an investment you should speak to an Independent Financial 
Adviser who will inform you of the fee they charge for their service. To find Independent Financial 
Advisers in your area, the website www.unbiased.co.uk is very helpful. 

This document is strictly for information purposes only and should not be considered as an offer, or 
solicitation, to deal in any of the investments or funds mentioned herein and does not constitute 
investment research. 

Utmost Life and Pensions does not warrant the accuracy, adequacy or completeness of the information 
and materials contained in this document and expressly disclaims liability for errors or omissions in 
such information and materials. 

Some of the information in this document may contain projections or other forward looking statements 
regarding future events or future financial performance of countries, markets or companies. These 
statements are only predictions and actual events or results may differ materially. 

The reader must make their own assessment of the relevance, accuracy and adequacy of the 
information contained in this document and make such independent investigations, as they may 
consider necessary or appropriate for the purpose of such assessment. Any opinion or estimate 
contained in this document is made on a general basis and is not to be relied on by the reader as 
advice. 

No warranty whatsoever is given and no liability whatsoever is accepted for any loss arising whether 
directly or indirectly as a result of the reader, any person or group of persons acting on any 
information, opinion or estimate contained in this document. 

http://www.unbiased.co.uk/

